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RELEASEINFO
Conceived as a kind of different Drum'n'Bass album for a couple of years, the LP entitled "We Have To Hold Apart"
was born as a collection of really confusing & probably even refreshing Clicks'n'Bass tunes - until the Winter of
2002/03. 
Sharply cut pieces of old school drum machines and disfigured crackles of synthosaurs create a shaky uptempo
7/8th bleep blues. Everything
is screeching on a dusty silver tray, tasty served with juicy FX. Filled up with several ambient and illbient works,
this LP shows all excesses LXC
never has dared to get involved in before: minimal techno, dark downbreaks, field recordings and whatnot. Come
in and never find out of this odd little world that is what Drum'n'Bass never was and IDM never will be. And by the
way, open a new chapter of Plainaudio - Experimental. Uuh!

ARTISTINFO
LXC is the man when it comes to hardcore Drum'n'Bass and weird Electronics
from Leipzig. Just  armed with an Akai and a Virus, he's been dropping ill shit since 1993, killing dancefloors all
over Europe. Today, he enters the stage with an expanded live set-up, allowing for drastic noise treatments and
making all ears bleed. Be aware of LXC's mighty label empire called Alphacut, which is obligatory for all dauntless
breakbeat scientists out there. 
At the time when Alexdee of  Phantomnoise and LXC launched their Strukturbruch party series, the streets of
Leipzig were no longer safe.
Fighting stylistic frontiers, supporting international acts and developing the early and boring Jungle vs. Breakcore
concepts into an incredible Fakecore experience, these guys lived up to their ideas. Back in 2001, the impressive
LXC vinyl debut on Phantomnoise 004 emphasized the tendency to
more than just lazy 170 bpm loops just as later releases on labels like Santorin, Alphacut and Phantomnoise did,
today even more than ever before.
Make sure you take cover when the one they call the LXC hits your town - because the future certainly won't be
silent at all!
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